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Setting the emblem schema to work

Thomas Stäcker, Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbüttel

Research on emblem books and emblems has profited greatly from the digitisation and web presentation of source materials. The University of Illinois¹ (hosting the OpenEmblem Portal²), the University of Glasgow³, the University of Munich⁴, the Emblem Project Utrecht of the University of Utrecht⁵, the Mnemosyne Project⁶, the University of A Coruña⁷, the Duke August Library⁸, to name just a few, have put selections from emblem collections online, meaning that they can be searched and accessed much easily than before.

Although digitisation and presentation of substantial parts of digitised emblems on the web has made great progress and tremendously enlarged the scope and range of material available at our fingertips, the user and researcher still cannot be satisfied with the fact that resources are scattered all over the web. Obviously, one of the great challenges of future digital emblem research and digital humanities in general is to achieve more integrated systems which group resources together, making them available through uniformly designed graphical interfaces and allowing searches on standardized fields and vocabulary. This process can be long and tedious as there are not only technical obstacles to be overcome but also content-related, political, institutional and funding issues to be solved. After the recent completion of new emblem projects such as those in Glasgow and Utrecht the question of integration once again comes to the fore. Would it not be helpful if one could search all the data available simultaneously and check what books or other emblematic material has already been digitised? Or would it not be advantageous to have a joint index list of mottoes, subscriptions or a common browser for Iconclass notations describing all picturae available on the web? No doubt, this would be a very welcome prospect. However, since each project in the field serves its own particular requirements and styles its particular rules to suit its own needs best, accumulating data is made very difficult. The OpenEmblem Group, therefore, agreed on the development of a shared standard to exchange data. Stephen Rawles’s so-called ‘spine of information’ (Rawles 2004), an abstract description of the components an emblem metadata record should contain, laid the foundation for further development of technical tools allowing for more integrated accesses

¹ http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/ (All URLs last viewed at the end of 2006)
² http://media.library.uiuc.edu/projects/oebp/
³ http://www.ces.arts.gla.ac.uk/html/AHRBProject.htm
⁴ http://mdz1.bib-bvb.de/~emblem/
⁵ http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/html/index.html
⁶ http://www.mnemosyne.org/about/projects/emblems
⁷ http://rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/emblematica/
⁸ http://www.hab.de/forschung/projekte/emblematica-e.htm
and harmonization of data. The next step consisted in the conversion of this description into a formal XML-based set of rules. Wolfenbüttel accomplished this by designing an XML-schema, now available on the Wolfenbüttel Emblematica Online project web page.\footnote{http://www.hab.de/forschung/projekte/emblematica-e.htm}

In addition, an easy-to-use web interface was set up, allowing everybody to check the validity of his or her XML documents against the schema. In a technical sense the ‘spine’ is set to work by the schema in as much as it enforces the spine’s rules on a document in an XML environment. For the validation the Sax-on parser\footnote{http://www.saxonica.com/} was used, one of best parsers currently available. To demonstrate the validation process, one may assume that in an XML the tag ‘motti’ is mistakenly used for ‘motto’ (Fig. 1). When checking this against the schema you will receive an error message (Fig. 2). One might ask, why do we need such a schema? Setting the schema to work means more than applying pre-defined rules to XML examples. The main purpose of the schema is to provide the basis for aggregating data in varying degrees and under varying criteria. For example, assembling all the information from emblem records or just extracting a few categories. In order to probe the schema in this sense, I set out to compile a union motto index or union motto database. In preparing this index I examined sample data from various locations. From Glasgow French editions of Andrea Alciati’s Emblematum liber of 1549 and 1584, as well as Hadrianus Junius’s Les emblesmes, Antwerp 1567, from Illinois I took Johann Pfann, Aigentlicher Abriss, Nürnberg 1626, from Mu-

---

**Fig. 1:** Demonstration of the validation process

**Fig. 2:** Demonstration of an error message

---

9 \footnote{http://www.hab.de/forschung/projekte/emblematica-e.htm}

10 \footnote{http://www.saxonica.com/}
Nicholas Reusner: Nicolai Reusneri Aureolorum emblematum liber singularis. Straßburg 1587, from Utrecht Otto Vaenius, Amoris divini emblemeta, Antwerp 1615, and from Wolfenbüttel Johann Theodor de Bry, Proscenium vitae humanae, Frankfurt 1627, and attempted to convert them to a minimal set valid within the emblem schema.

The minimum standard of the schema contains a bibliographic container, either <biblDesc> or <inventory>, together with minimal information about the copy. The <copyID> and the <owner> are mandatory, in order to be able to identify the owner and provenance of the file. Optionally, a <teiHeader> may be added to accommodate more comprehensive bibliographic information. Within the bibliographic container there should be at least an emblem, a motto and a transcription element containing the transcription or transcriptions of the motto. An URL is also mandatory in the emblem link:href attribute. Otherwise no reference to the digitised item would be possible.

Except Munich, where the data is stored in an ACCESS database, all the metadata was available in XML. Glasgow, Utrecht and Wolfenbüttel used TEI P-3, Illinois styled an application profile for Dublin Core. While Glasgow and Utrecht focused on the description of emblems, Wolfenbüttel encoded the book rather than the emblem structure, and even though Glasgow and Utrecht employed a pretty similar encoding scheme, the overall structure varies considerably. For example, Glasgow did not use the technique to group <text> sections, Utrecht used unnumbered <div> tags and so forth. In short, none of the project’s encodings matches the others, let alone conforms to any more rigid standard or agreement other than TEI. Despite the variety, we should be expecting that mappings are possible, as the underlying concepts of what an emblem is are presumably very close to one another. Indeed, the basic structural components are simple, at least, if the aim is to create an index of mottoes as can be seen in the following conversion examples.

The Munich emblem data compiled by Dietmar Peil are stored in an ACCESS database the structure of which can be viewed on illustration 3 (Fig. 3). The export of the data as XML, a format offered by ACCESS, resulted in the following listing: (Fig. 4). By means of a XSLT script the relevant data could be extracted and converted to a file that conforms to the schema (Fig. 5). I took the conversion of the Munich data as a case study and attempted to convert all information in the source to a schema-compliant format in order to prove that the schema can accommodate all categories of a given format containing metadata of emblems. Of course, mapping of categories always leads to ambiguities and, in fact, at one point I was uncertain about the range of the function of the ‘theme’ category. Here it is used for Dietmar Peil’s commentaries on the meaning of the emblem, which may be debatable. Accordingly, even though the mapping process worked well in general, it is apparent that more discussion is needed on how particular parts of an emblem book-description are to be assigned to schema entities. The development of a comprehensive documentation seems highly advisable.

http://www.tei-c.org
Fig. 3: Demonstration of the ACCESS database structure

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dataroot xmlns:od="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:officedata"
<Embleme
<Intern_ID>49</Intern_ID>
<Embl_ID>emb_gemue_augsbu02001</Embl_ID>
<EmblBand_ID>3</EmblBand_ID>
<EmblBand_Kurztitel>Gemütsvergnügung</EmblBand_Kurztitel>
<Fundstelle>Taf. 02-01</Fundstelle>
<Pictura>Schiff</Pictura>
<Stichwort1>Schiff</Stichwort1>
<M-lat1>Non dormit, qui custodit</M-lat1>
<M-dt>Der Hüter schläft nicht</M-dt>
<M-frz>Qui le gouverne, ne dort pas</M-frz>
<M-it>Chi là custodisce, non dorme</M-it>
<Quelle1>Typotius, 3,125e</Quelle1>
<Bild>img_gemue_augsbu00002</Bild>
</Embleme>
</Embleme
<Intern_ID>50</Intern_ID>
<Embl_ID>emb_gemue_augsbu02002</Embl_ID>
<EmblBand_ID>3</EmblBand_ID>
<EmblBand_Kurztitel>Gemütsvergnügung</EmblBand_Kurztitel>
<Fundstelle>Taf. 02-02</Fundstelle>
<Pictura>Sonne und Eule</Pictura>
<Stichwort1>Sonne (und Eule)</Stichwort1>
<Stichwort2>Eule (und Sonne)</Stichwort2>
<M-lat1>Potius mori, quam abstinere</M-lat1>
<M-dt>Lieber sterben/ dann ablassen</M-dt>
<M-frz>Plûtôt mourir, que s&apos;abstenir</M-frz>
<M-it>Più presto morire, che astenersi</M-it>
<Quelle1>Typotius, 3,90d</Quelle1>
<Bild>img_gemue_augsbu00002</Bild>
</Embleme>

Fig. 4: Demonstration of the XML-export of the ACCESS database structure
The same manner I converted the data from Glasgow. Here, however, as in the following examples I restricted myself to the schema basics, i.e. the transcription of the motto, which can be found in the division named T1 (Fig. 6).

I am very grateful that these data were made available to me by the Glasgow project, and am even more grateful that they chose Guillaume de la Perrière's *Theatre des bons engines* (1544) as an example. This popular French emblem book challenged the basic elements of the schema.

As was agreed in the OpenEmblem Group, a valid emblem XML instance should contain at minimum a transcription of a motto. Without a motto, such was
the understanding, there is no emblem. In the case of *La Perrière* this rule is contradicted, as it is without doubt an emblem book, but its emblems have no mottoes. Changing the schema by making the motto optional would mean allowing a certain amount of arbitrariness in an emblem description, as it will no longer contain any compulsory elements. A solution may be to introduce a sort of ‘virtual motto’ for the transcription element.

The Utrecht encoding is slightly different from the Glasgow one. Emblems are grouped by `<text>` sections (Fig. 7). For my purpose it was very helpful to have the XML source files and an excellent documentation readily available on the web. The extraction and conversion of the motto divisions therefore worked smoothly.

The Wolfenbüttel XML data are a structurally different from the others in that the encoding follows the book structure rather than the sequence of emblems. In some cases emblem parts had to be retrieved from different parts of the book. While merely extracting the motto this caused no difficulty. If one seeks to accomplish a more sophisticated mapping, the XSLT might become more complex. At all events, a complete conversion is feasible, since the connection of the various emblem parts is secured by ‘next’-attributes (Fig. 8). The mapping of the UIUC data was quite easy, which are encoded in Dublin Core (Fig. 9). After having converted all of these metadata to a format that complies with the emblem schema, I applied a script which is able to convert the resulting normalized XML to SQL statements, as can be seen in figure 10 (Fig. 10). To ensure a high degree of consistency the extraction was restricted to 4 fields, i.e. ID, transcription of the motto, URL and language. It should be emphasized that this last conversion to SQL is a standardized one. While all the other scripts and conversion routines were proprietary and had to be developed for each of the projects, the converted XML version is compliant to the schema, and it allowed the application of standardized scripts, e.g. a transformation into SQL. The SQL data, in turn, may be uploaded into any SQL database. The result of this process can be viewed at [http://diglib.hab.de/?db=emblem_unioncat](http://diglib.hab.de/?db=emblem_unioncat). The overall process of converting the various input formats and the final integration of mottoes in an union catalogue can be visualized (Fig. 11). Thus it becomes clear how the schema can be set to work. The various transformations and, above all, the Munich example have shown that it should not be too difficult to convert all the information contained in the records and fill in the corresponding fields in the emblem schema. The advantage is self-evident. Using standardized XML allows for standardized processing of data such as a conversion into SQL, PDF, simple text, D.C., easy delivery via OAI etc. In addition, if all or most of our data can be exported in a schema-compliant form, a centralized access to more than a motto index can be achieved. Most promising at the moment seems to be a central index for Iconclass notations, if applicable.\footnote{See the Iconclass browser developed by the Mnemosyne project [http://www.mnemosyne.org/emblems/](http://www.mnemosyne.org/emblems/) and applied successfully in Glasgow [http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/].}
There are, however, some drawbacks in simply putting the data together. One of the major obstacles for getting consistent searches is the transcription itself. As one can gather from the Unioncat database, all of the mottoes are transcribed according to the original spelling. In order to obtain consistent searches on the data the search for ‘v’ and ‘u’, for ‘i’ and ‘j’ has to be regularized and the ligatures such as...
Fig. 10: XML normalized to SQL statements

Fig. 11: Conversion of the various input formats

'ae' have to be dissolved. These are technical problems that we can – theoretically - overcome by automatically transforming data into normalized forms. The search for mottoes in vernacular languages with their inherent great variety of spellings from the sixteenth up to the eighteenth century is, however, extremely difficult. These would have to be carefully harmonized i.e. transcribed according to modern spelling in order to be able to achieve consistent results. I doubt, however, that the projects in the field have the resources for providing such time-consuming transcriptions.

What I intended to demonstrate in this case study is how emblem metadata derived from various sources can be aggregated without much effort, how the
schema can help us to standardize transformation and conversion procedures and how the advantages of the schema can be successfully exploited. Of course, more data than these some hundred mottoes are necessary to create an efficient search tool, but the goal is clear, and, despite the obstacles we encountered when attempting to normalize transcriptions of texts from the early modern period, I am confident that setting up not only a central index of mottoes or Iconclass notations, but also of complete emblems is feasible. Setting the schema to work will allow us to share data much more easily and make use of the various projects in the field in a much more efficient way than before. From this future emblem research will be able to profit considerably.
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